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Pasolini’s Last Words (2012, 16mm/DV, b&w/color, 61 min.) 

“With masterful editing, provocative storytelling and a strangely meditative 
meter, Pasolini’s Last Words doesn’t answer questions, it continues to ask them. 
Crane seems the perfect candidate to philosophically broach, and cinematically 

confront, the complex puzzle of Pasolini’s postmortem remains.” – MIX/NYC 
Queer Experimental Film Festival  

 
“The political and personal combine at every turn in Pasolini’s work, and in 

Crane’s always involving film, which gives as much space to his writings and 
commentary as to his physically engaging, sensual depictions of the human 

body.” – Montreal Gazette 
 

Composer and I (2012, HD, color, 22 min.) 
“An artful and well-constructed enigma about an American writer living 

in Paris. With great camera work and musical score, "Composer and I" is a 
very clever gender-bender story!”   – Cleveland International Film Festival 

 
Unoccupied Zone: The Impossible Life of Simone Weil (2006, 16mm, 

b&w, 45 min.) 
“A strikingly beautiful documentary.” – Emily Votruba/The Second Pass 

 
The Girl from Marseilles (2000, 16mm, b&w, 18 min.) 

“The best experiences are often unanticipated, and definitely unhyped. In 
our age of marketing bloat, with everybody and their corporation trying 
to brand themselves indelibly upon humanity’s collective brain, it is rare 
to experience art without expectations. Crane's gorgeously photographed 

film poems made me realize anew the beauty of black-and-white deep-
focus photography.” – V.Vale, RE/Search 

 
 “Cathy Lee Crane is one the most interesting filmmakers in the tradition 
of the avant-garde working in the United States today. This film succeeds 

in developing within a feminist perspective a very personal poetics.” – 
Noël Burch, Paris 

 
"A singularly powerful film." - Akira Lippit, Author of Electric Animal 

 
Sketches after Halle (1997, 16mm, b&w/color, 13 min.)  

"Beautiful visual style and terrific writing." - Jenni Olson, Author of The 
Ultimate Guide to Lesbian & Gay Film  & Video 

 
"This autobiographical work shows Cathy Crane's maturation as an 

artist." -  John Killacky, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts 



Not for Nothin' (1996, 16mm, b&w, 29 min.) 
 "A lush, meditative film that eschews stylistic and narrative 

convention" - Mark Huisman, TimeOut New York 
 

"Obnoxiously Fellini-esque" - Fred Camper, Chicago Reader 
 

"Dreamy yet streetsmart, lushly photographed and spiked with wit. A 
voluptuous black-and-white film" - Michael Fox, COVER Arts NY 

 
white city (1994, 16mm, b&w, 11 min.) 

  "An effective mood piece" - Gary Morris SF Weekly 
 

"The Maya Deren and Sidney Peterson influence is apparent, but there is 
much new here, especially the camerawork." - Marjorie Keller Sitney 

 
"What a joy to discover a young filmmaker more influenced by Maya 

Deren than MTV."  Jim Hubbard, Founder MIX/NY Lesbian & Gay 
Experimental Film Festival 

 


